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The Book of Beasts
This is a book filled with dragon stories, with a finale that will surprise you! (Written
by Lazarus Boutwell, age 7)

Throne of Dragons (Age of the Sorcerers—Book Two)
There was once an old, old castle, it was so old that its I walls and towers and
turrets and gateways and arches had crumbled to ruins, and of all its old splendour
there were only two little rooms left; and it was here that John the blacksmith had
set up his forge. He was too poor to live in a proper house, and no one asked any
rent for the rooms in the ruin, because all the lords of the castle were dead and
gone this many a year. So there John blew his bellows, and hammered his iron, and
did all the work which came his way. This was not much, because most of the trade
went to the mayor of the town, who was also a blacksmith in quite a large way of
business, and had his huge forge facing the square of the town, and had twelve
apprentices, all hammering like a nest of woodpeckers, and twelve journeymen to
order the apprentices about, and a patent forge and a selfacting hammer and
electric bellows, and all things handsome about him. So that of course the
townspeople, whenever they wanted a horse shod or a shaft mended, went to the
mayor.

Are Dragons Real?
When you are touched by a dragon, you feel the depth of its love This
incomparable energy allows us to find the place in life that is meant for us, as
Christine Arana Fader, the ‘dragon woman’, powerfully shows with these
entrancing stories from her daily life. Granting us a glimpse of the mystical world of
dragons, she will help us to get to know our own dragon, a close personal
companion who will share its invincibility, its wisdom and its magic with us. and
you will grow as a person and find your own path.
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Book of Dragons
A collection of short stories featuring dragons, by such authors as Italo Calvino,
Kenneth Grahame, and Elizabeth Coatsworth.

The Book of Dragons
The Dragon Tamers
Five royal houses will hear the call to compete in the Trial for the dragon throne. A
liar, a soldier, a servant, a thief, and a murderer will answer it. Who will win?
THREE DARK CROWNS meets THE BREAKFAST CLUB with DRAGONS. When the
Emperor dies, the five royal houses of Etrusia attend the Call, where one of their
own will be selected to compete for the throne. It is always the oldest child, the
one who has been preparing for years to compete in the Trial. But this year is
different. This year these five outcasts will answer the call. . . . THE LIAR: Emilia
must hide her dark magic or be put to death. THE SOLDIER: Lucian is a warrior who
has sworn to never lift a sword again. THE SERVANT: Vespir is a dragon trainer
whose skills alone will keep her in the game. THE THIEF: Ajax knows that nothing is
free--he must take what he wants. THE MURDERER: Hyperia was born to rule and
will stop at nothing to take her throne.

The Book of Dragons & Other Mythical Beasts
Presents an introduction to dragonology that includes spells for catching dragons,
their natural history, and descriptions of legendary dragons and dragonslayers.

The Book of Dragons
A Book of Dragons
Rich in legend and lore, this book transports readers to the heart of the dragon
world, offering dramatic details of dragon anatomy, rare dragon memorabilia,
precious dragon secrets, and stunning images of different species. So enter the
dragon lair, if you dare.

Father of Dragons
The Book of Beasts is an exciting short story from The Book of Dragons by E.
Nesbit that is revised and edited for The Gunston Trust for Nonviolence in
Children's Literature. This delightful tale of a child-king who releases the Terrible
Red Beasts from an ancient book he finds in the castle library. How will he ever
capture this beast so that the kingdom can once again be happy and safe?
Recommended for ages 7 - 12 years.

Ring of Dragons (Age of the Sorcerers—Book Four)
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The Book of Dragons: Large Print
Fascinating book teems with information about powerful serpents of the deep and
land-roving, fire-breathing monsters that first appeared in the creation myths of
the ancient Far East. Dragons in China, Korea, and Japan are covered, as are those
in Babylonian and Egyptian legends, and in English, Irish, and French tales.

Llewellyn's Little Book of Dragons
“Has all the ingredients for an instant success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant
knights, and blossoming relationships replete with broken hearts, deception and
betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours, and will satisfy all ages.
Recommended for the permanent library of all fantasy readers.” --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re The Sorcerer’s Ring) “The beginnings of something
remarkable are there.” --San Francisco Book Review (re A Quest of Heroes) From
#1 bestseller Morgan Rice, author of A Quest of Heroes (over 1,300 five star
reviews) comes the debut of a startlingly new fantasy series. REALM OF DRAGONS
(Age of the Sorcerers—Book One) tells the story of the epic coming of age of one
very special 16 year old boy, a blacksmith’s son from a poor family who is offered
no chance of proving his fighting skills and breaking into the ranks of the nobles.
Yet he holds a power he cannot deny, and a fate he must follow. It tells the story of
a 17 year old princess on the eve of her wedding, destined for greatness—and of
her younger sister, rejected by her family and dying of plague. It tells the tale of
their three brothers, three princes who could not be more different from each
other—all of them vying for power. It tells the story of a kingdom on the verge of
change, of invasion, the story of the dying dragon race, falling daily from the sky. It
tells the tale of two rival kingdoms, of the rapids dividing them, of a landscape
dotted with dormant volcanoes, and of a capital accessible only with the tides. It is
a story of love, passion, of hate and sibling rivalry; of rogues and hidden treasure;
of monks and secret warriors; of honor and glory, and of betrayal and deception. It
is the story of Dragonfell, a story of honor and valor, of sorcerers, magic, fate and
destiny. It is a tale you will not put down until the early hours, one that will
transport you to another world and have you fall in in love with characters you will
never forget. It appeals to all ages and genders. Books two--THRONE OF
DRAGONS--is also now available! “A spirited fantasy ….Only the beginning of what
promises to be an epic young adult series.” --Midwest Book Review (re A Quest of
Heroes) “Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the premise intriguing.”
--Publishers Weekly (re A Quest of Heroes)

The Book of Dragons
As the forces on both sides are being drawn together toward a great battle, Aljeron
and Valzaan journey to awaken the Father of Dragons, to enlist his aid against
Malek's armies.

The Complete Book of Dragons
A stolen magic. A rising evil. They are pawns in a game they do not understand.
USA Today Bestselling Author and 2018 SPFBO Semi-Finalist Meg Cowley returns
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with a stunning new epic fantasy trilogy set in the same world as her acclaimed
Books of Caledan series. When orphan Harper discovers a legendary Dragonheart,
her life changes forever. Magically flung to the faraway country of Pelenor, where
magic, dragons, and elves rule, Harper must find her place - and fast. Searching for
the elven King's missing Dragonheart is his ruthless Spymaster Dimitri, who has his
own agenda to revolutionise Pelenor, and free it from the King's greed. Harper is
thrust into a web of intrigue beyond her knowledge, and her newfound companions
- a roguish elven thief and his ragtag band of companions - might not be the
trustworthy friends she thinks. When Harper and Dimitri's paths collide, the only
thing more dangerous than lies might be the truth, yet either might destroy them.
Harper is forced to ally with the hated spymaster - but Dimitri is equally displeased
that his fate rests in her unworthy hands. Harper and Dimitri must work together to
ensure both of them survive the King's wrath in a court where betrayal is as easy
as breathing. The Dragonheart is key to both their successes - but only one can
possess it, and the king will not suffer its loss. Who will drown in deceit, and who
will rise triumphant? If you enjoy epic fantasies with vivid characters and complex
plots, you'll love the Pelenor Chronicles. It's perfect for fans of SJ Maas' A Court of
Thorns and Roses series and Jeff Wheeler's Kingfountain series. Read Heart of
Dragons now.

Dragonology
“Has all the ingredients for an instant success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant
knights, and blossoming relationships replete with broken hearts, deception and
betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours, and will satisfy all ages.
Recommended for the permanent library of all fantasy readers.” --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re The Sorcerer’s Ring) “The beginnings of something
remarkable are there.” --San Francisco Book Review (re A Quest of Heroes) From
#1 bestseller Morgan Rice, author of A Quest of Heroes (over 1,300 five star
reviews) comes a startlingly new fantasy series. In RING OF DRAGONS (Age of the
Sorcerers—Book Four), Ravin has the capital surrounded. With the cowardly Vars at
the helm, and with only tides and walls left to protect it, the city lies in chaos and
near ruin. Just one battle remains between survival and destruction. The boy,
meanwhile, holds the secret of the King’s assassination. Will he reveal it in time
and change the fate of the capital? Will Devin finish the unfinished sword? Will
Lenore pursue her love for Devin? Will Greave find the cure in time to save his
sister? And will Nerra rise up to lead an army of dragons? AGE OF THE SORCERERS
weaves an epic sage of love, of passion, of sibling rivalry; of rogues and hidden
treasure; of monks and warriors; of honor and glory, and of betrayal, fate and
destiny. It is a tale you will not put down until the early hours, one that will
transport you to another world and have you fall in in love with characters you will
never forget. It appeals to all ages and genders. Book #5--CROWN OF DRAGONS--is
also now available! “A spirited fantasy ….Only the beginning of what promises to
be an epic young adult series.” --Midwest Book Review (re A Quest of Heroes)
“Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the premise intriguing.” --Publishers
Weekly (re A Quest of Heroes)

The Book of Dragons Illustrated
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Heart of Dragons: A Sword & Sorcery Epic Fantasy
She thought the Slayers were her biggest threat, but an even greater evil awaits…
Kaylee may have survived the Slayers' first attack on her life, but now the group
dedicated to wiping out all dragon-kin is seeking an ancient relic far deadlier than
any they've ever had before. If they succeed, it won't just be the end of Kaylee, but
the entire dragon-kin Convocation. But even while the Slayers' threat grows, the
new arrival of a dangerous stranger from Kaylee's past and the emergence of
deadly secrets close to home threaten to tear her friends and family apart. Soon
this will be a war on two fronts. And it might not be one she can win. Dragon's
Curse is the second book in the fast-paced young adult urban fantasy Heir of
Dragons series, complete with an awesome heroine, magic, wizards, and dragon
shifters! Perfect for fans of Michelle Madow's Elementals series, and Leia Stone's
Dragons and Druids series! "This book is an absolute must for fans of Harry Potter"
~Rosemary56, Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★ "The characters are full, the action is
fast. It's a wonderful read!" ~Terri, Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★ "This is something
that must be read." ~Sherry, Amazon Reviewer★★★★★

The Discovery of Dragons
The make-believe world of dragons comes alive in these tales of fantasy

Dragons and Dragon Lore
After playing a forbidden spell-song to save a village from rats, 12-year-old piper
Patch Brightwater is thrown in jail. But there he meets Wren ¿ a noble girl under a
rat-shaped curse ¿ and together they befriend Barver, a fearsome dracogriff, and
set off on a grand adventure filled with sorcerers, dragons, bandits¿and one very
deadly enemy.

The Magic of Dragons
"Everything epic fantasy should be: rich, cruel, gorgeous, brilliant, enthralling and
deeply, deeply satisfying. I loved it."—Lev Grossman on The Ruin of Kings You can
have everything you want if you sacrifice everything you believe. Kihrin D'Mon is a
wanted man. Since he destroyed the Stone of Shackles and set demons free across
Quur, he has been on the run from the wrath of an entire empire. His attempt to
escape brings him into the path of Janel Theranon, a mysterious Joratese woman
who claims to know Kihrin. Janel's plea for help pits Kihrin against all manner of
dangers: a secret rebellion, a dragon capable of destroying an entire city, and
Kihrin's old enemy, the wizard Relos Var. Janel believes that Relos Var possesses
one of the most powerful artifacts in the world—the Cornerstone called the Name
of All Things. And if Janel is right, then there may be nothing in the world that can
stop Relos Var from getting what he wants. And what he wants is Kihrin D'Mon.
Jenn Lyons continues the Chorus of Dragons series with The Name of All Things,
the epic sequel to The Ruin of Kings A Chorus of Dragons 1: The Ruin of Kings 2:
The Name of All Things 3: The Memory of Souls At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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A Natural History of Dragons
Dragon's Curse (Heir of Dragons Book 2)
'A captivating epic fantasy from a major new talent' Anthony Ryan, author of Blood
Song 'Intense, inventive and action-packed from beginning to end - a relentlessly
gripping, brilliant read' James Islington, author of The Shadow of What Was Lost IN
A WORLD CONSUMED BY ENDLESS WAR ONE YOUNG MAN WILL BECOME HIS
PEOPLE'S ONLY HOPE FOR SURVIVAL. The Omehi people have been fighting an
unwinnable war for generations. The lucky ones are born gifted: some have the
power to call down dragons, others can be magically transformed into bigger,
stronger, faster killing machines. Everyone else is fodder, destined to fight and die
in the endless war. Tau Tafari wants more than this, but his plans of escape are
destroyed when those closest to him are brutally murdered. With too few gifted
left, the Omehi are facing genocide, but Tau cares only for revenge. Following an
unthinkable path, he will strive to become the greatest swordsman to ever live,
willing to die a hundred thousand times for the chance to kill three of his own
people. THE RAGE OF DRAGONS LAUNCHES AN UNMISSABLE EPIC FANTASY
SERIES. 'Stunning debut fantasy' Publishers Weekly 'Intense, vivid and brilliantly
realised - a necessary read' Anna Smith Spark, author of The Court of Broken
Knives 'Fans of Anthony Ryan's Blood Song will love this' Django Wexler, author of
The Thousand Names 'A Xhosa-inspired world complete with magic, dragons,
demons and curses, The Rage of Dragons takes classic fantasy and imbues it with
a fresh and exciting twist' Anna Stephens, author of Godblind

How to Speak Dragonese
Scott Lynch, R.F. Kuang, Kate Elliott, Ken Liu, Todd McCaffrey, Garth Nix, Peter S.
Beagle, and other modern masters of fantasy and science fiction put their unique
spin on the greatest of mythical beasts—the dragon—in never-before-seen works
written exclusively for this fantasy anthology compiled by award-winning editor
Jonathan Strahan and with art by Rovina Cai! Here there be dragons . . . From
China to Europe, Africa to North America, dragons have long captured our
imagination in myth and legend. Whether they are rampaging beasts awaiting a
brave hero to slay or benevolent sages who have much to teach humanity,
dragons are intrinsically connected to stories of creation, adventure, and struggle
beloved for generations. Bringing together nearly thirty stories and poems from
some of the greatest science fiction and fantasy writers working today— Garth Nix,
Scott Lynch, R.F. Kuang, Ann Leckie & Rachel Swirsky, Daniel Abraham, Peter S.
Beagle, Beth Cato, Zen Cho, C. S. E Cooney, Aliette de Bodard, Kate Elliott,
Theodora Goss, Ellen Klages, Ken Liu, Patricia A McKillip, K. J. Parker, Kelly Robson,
Michael Swanwick, Jo Walton, Elle Katharine White, Jane Yolen, Kelly Barnhill,
Brooke Bolander, Sarah Gailey, and J. Y. Yang—and illustrated by award-nominated
artist Rovina Cai with black-and-white line drawings specific to each entry
throughout, this extraordinary collection vividly breathes fire and life into one of
our most captivating and feared magical creatures as never before and is sure to
become a treasured keepsake for fans of fantasy, science fiction, and fairy tales.
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The Book of Dragons
Marie Brennan begins a thrilling new fantasy series in A Natural History of Dragons,
combining adventure with the inquisitive spirit of the Victorian Age. You, dear
reader, continue at your own risk. It is not for the faint of heart—no more so than
the study of dragons itself. But such study offers rewards beyond compare: to
stand in a dragon's presence, even for the briefest of moments—even at the risk of
one's life—is a delight that, once experienced, can never be forgotten. . . . All the
world, from Scirland to the farthest reaches of Eriga, know Isabella, Lady Trent, to
be the world's preeminent dragon naturalist. She is the remarkable woman who
brought the study of dragons out of the misty shadows of myth and
misunderstanding into the clear light of modern science. But before she became
the illustrious figure we know today, there was a bookish young woman whose
passion for learning, natural history, and, yes, dragons defied the stifling
conventions of her day. Here at last, in her own words, is the true story of a
pioneering spirit who risked her reputation, her prospects, and her fragile flesh and
bone to satisfy her scientific curiosity; of how she sought true love and happiness
despite her lamentable eccentricities; and of her thrilling expedition to the perilous
mountains of Vystrana, where she made the first of many historic discoveries that
would change the world forever. "Saturated with the joy and urgency of discovery
and scientific curiosity."—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on A Natural History
of Dragons An NPR Best Book of 2013 The Lady Trent Memoirs 1. A Natural History
of Dragons 2. The Tropic of Serpents 3. Voyage of the Basilisk 4. In the Labyrinth of
Drakes 5. Within the Sanctuary of Wings At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Book of Dragons
Dragons. Elves. Sea folk. And one last surviving human.Vahly was meant to save
the land from the rising seas. She was fated to be the most powerful being in the
world.But she has no magic whatsoever. When she finds a vague reference to a
ritual involving the elves, hope sparks to life inside her. Will she find her answers or
decide her life must drastically change?

House of Dragons
Majestic, mighty, and mysterious, dragons teach us how to rise above the
mundane and shine like beacons in the dark. This beautiful hardcover book
provides everything you need to become a cryptoherpetologist—a student and
researcher of these fantastic creatures. Discover the different dragon species and
their histories. Learn about dragon life cycles and how to live harmoniously with
them. Explore vacation spots for dragon watching in America and Europe.
Celebrate seasonal dragon festivals and meet the most famous dragons from
literature and lore. Dragon expert Shawn MacKenzie guides you on an epic journey
into the world of dragons—all in this convenient little book.

The King of Dragons
This guide is a must-have for fans of the New York Times bestselling How to Train
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Your Dragon series that inspired the hit move and TV show. This gift book features
all of the dragon species from the series plus brand-new ones created just for this
book, with color illustrations of each and every one!

World of Dragons
Fans of DreamWorks Dragons will love this deluxe storybook that features details
of many dragons, similar to the Book of Dragons the Riders use. This is the
ultimate source of information on dragons for the ultimate dragons fan! From the
observations of Bork the Bold to Hiccup’s additions for the Dragon Academy, this
book gathers all the facts, figures, and secrets that the Vikings have learned about
dragons through the ages. A necessary book for every Dragons aficionado! How To
Train Your Dragon © 2014 DreamWorks Animation L.L.C.

The Book of Dragons
The Book of Dragons (1899) is a collection of children’s stories by English writer
Edith Nesbit. Comprising eight stories originally published in 1899 in The Strand
Magazine, The Book of Dragons is a work that explores the magic and wonder of
mythical beasts for children and adults alike. In “The Book of Beasts,” a young
prince named Lionel is named the next king. After his coronation, he goes to the
palace library for the first time, where he discovers the eccentric former king’s
collection of rare and magical books. Although the Chancellor tries to discourage
Lionel from opening them, he picks out a large book titled “The Book of Beasts,”
which, when opened, releases a colorful butterfly into the air. Flipping through the
book, Lionel turns to a page where a red dragon sits under a palm tree. Terrified,
he slams the book shut, but his curiosity proves hard to resist. “Uncle James, or the
Purple Stranger” is the story of the Princess of Rotundia, a strange island nation
where animals grow to the opposite size as their counterparts around the world. In
Rotundia, rabbits and mice grow to the size of elephants, while elephants stop
growing when they reach the size of a small dog. One day, the Princess’s friends
ask her to show them the royal dragon, but when the ugly creature eats the
Princess’s rabbit, her scheming Uncle James hatches a plan to steal the kingdom
for himself. These are only two of the eight stories that make up Edith Nesbit’s The
Book of Dragons, a bizarre and wonderful collection of tales from one of England’s
finest fabulists. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset
manuscript, this edition of Edith Nesbit’s The Book of Dragons is a classic of
English children’s literature reimagined for modern readers.

The Little Book of Dragons
Eight madcap tales of unpredictable dragons - including one made of ice, another
that takes refuge in the General Post Office, and a fire-breathing monster that flies
out of an enchanted book and eats an entire soccer team! The Book of Beasts
(Excerpt) He happened to be building a Palace when the news came, and he left all
the bricks kicking about the floor for Nurse to clear up-but then the news was
rather remarkable news. You see, there was a knock at the front door and voices
talking downstairs, and Lionel thought it was the man come to see about the gas,
which had not been allowed to be lighted since the day when Lionel made a swing
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by tying his skipping rope to the gas bracket. And then, quite suddenly, Nurse
came in and said, ""Master Lionel, dear, they've come to fetch you to go and be
King."" Then she made haste to change his smock and to wash his face and hands
and brush his hair, and all the time she was doing it Lionel kept wriggling and
fidgeting

Big Book of Dragons
Learn everything there is to know about every dragon species in this gorgeous,
deluxe picture book based on the DreamWorks Animation movie How to Train Your
Dragon: The Hidden World! How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World flies into
theaters on February 22, 2019! There’s a land beyond the edge of the world—a
hidden land—where all the species of dragons live peacefully among one another.
In this stunning picture book, DreamWorks Dragons fans will get an in-depth look
at the dragons that call this Hidden World home. With facts about each species,
like their temperament, size, special powers, and beautiful renderings of each, this
book is the perfect addition to every fan’s library. How to Train Your Dragon: The
Hidden World © 2019 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.

A Darkness of Dragons
The Book of Dragons
Dragons - of all sorts - make for marvelous fun, and this collection of madcap tales
is filled with them. Some of the legendary monsters are funny and mischievous,
others are downright frightening, and a number of them are wild and
unpredictable. There's a dragon made of ice, another that takes refuge in the
General Post Office, a scaly creature that carries off the largest elephant in a zoo,
and even a dragon whose gentle purring comforts a tiny tot.And who challenges
these amazing creatures? Why, daring heroes, of course, as well as a wicked
prince, and even an entire soccer team - which, unfortunately, meets its fate with a
fire-breathing brute that flies out of the pages of an enchanted book.

Fate of Dragons
Eleven-year-old Ian and his Vietnam veteran father have been homeless for years,
but now his father has found a perfect place for them—an abandoned city
courthouse with heat, plenty of bathrooms, and lots of exits and entrances. Then,
two things happen that threaten Ian’s fragile security: his father disappears,
leaving Ian to fend for himself with the survival skills he’s learned through the
years, and Ian discovers that a local museum is mounting an exhibition of kites in
the courthouse.Suddenly, Ian’s safe hideaway is filled with people—and with
extraordinary, beautiful kites that spark Ian’s imagination and draw him out of his
shadow existence. Will the kites be Ian’s downfall…or his salvation?

Great Book of Dragons
Delving deep into mythology of dragons from across the globe, this narrative text
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will inform readers about different cultures and present possible scientific
explanations. A glossary strengthens vocabulary, while full-color images and a
bright design will keep even the most reluctant readers interested. Then, readers
can decide for themselves based on the evidence presented.

The Illustrated Book of Dragons and Dragon Lore
A brand-new edition of the classic book of Serpentology brought to you by the
brilliant Graeme Base Was Bjorn of Bromme one of the greatest explorers of the
Viking Age or just a simple-minded, lice-infested Barbarian with a passion for beach
volleyball? Could Soong Mei Ying really have discovered every Asiatic Dragon
known to Serpentology, or was she just a thirteenth-century teenage who wanted
to travel and meet people? Did Dr E. F. Liebermann perish after discovering the
Common Green Draak, also known as the 'Awful Gurgler', or was he suffering from
a severe bout of jungle madness? The answers to these questions and more will
not be found within the pages of this book - but a lot of great big Dragons will . . .
Visit graemebase.com

The Rage of Dragons
Modeled on medieval bestiaries, collects images and legends about fantastic
creatures including the Indic unicorn, the North American thunderbird, the German
Worm, the Australian rainbow serpent, and the Egyptian sphinx.

The Name of All Things
“Has all the ingredients for an instant success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant
knights, and blossoming relationships replete with broken hearts, deception and
betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours, and will satisfy all ages.
Recommended for the permanent library of all fantasy readers.” --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re The Sorcerer’s Ring) “The beginnings of something
remarkable are there.” --San Francisco Book Review (re A Quest of Heroes) From
#1 bestseller Morgan Rice, author of A Quest of Heroes (over 1,300 five star
reviews) comes a startlingly new fantasy series. In THRONE OF DRAGONS (Age of
the Sorcerers—Book Two) King Godwin mobilizes his army to cross the great bridge
and invade the South to rescue his 17 year old daughter, Lenore. But Lenore is
imprisoned deep in the South, under the watchful and hateful eye of King Ravin,
and she may have to learn to escape herself first if she has any chance of escape.
Her brother Rodry, though, is way ahead of the King’s men, deep in hostile
territory, alone on a mission to save his sister—while her other brother, Vars, offers
a lesson in cowardice and betrayal. Devin follows Gray, eager to learn more about
how to harness his powers and about who he is. Greave travels to remote regions
to find the house of scholars and to try to save his sister, Nerra. But Nerra,
sickened by the scale sickness, is dying on a remote isle once touched by dragons.
And her only chance of survival may just compel her to risk it all. And all of this will
culminate in an epic battle that may just determine the fate of the two kingdoms.
AGE OF THE SORCERERS weaves an epic sage of love, of passion, of sibling rivalry;
of rogues and hidden treasure; of monks and warriors; of honor and glory, and of
betrayal, fate and destiny. It is a tale you will not put down until the early hours,
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one that will transport you to another world and have you fall in in love with
characters you will never forget. It appeals to all ages and genders. Book #3
(BORN OF DRAGONS) is also now available! “A spirited fantasy ….Only the
beginning of what promises to be an epic young adult series.” --Midwest Book
Review (re A Quest of Heroes) “Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the
premise intriguing.” --Publishers Weekly (re A Quest of Heroes)

Realm of Dragons (Age of the Sorcerers—Book One)
In The Book of Dragons, E. Nesbit tells eight humorous and imaginative fairy tales
about dragons set in modern England or fairy tale kingdoms, all with a modern
perspective that both subverts and enjoys the genre. In addition to a variety of
dragons, Nesbit writes engagingly about other creatures, from magical ones to nonmagical ones. Wizards and witches, princes and princesses appear, too, as well as
modern children, usually in brother and sister pairs.
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